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Welcome
‘I am very proud to be part of the RE:FORM  
exhibition and hope that visitors will see  
that positive things can come from prisons.’ 
Exhibited artist  
 
RE:FORM is the UK’s annual national showcase 
of  arts by prisoners, offenders on community 
sentences, secure psychiatric patients and 
immigration detainees. It is the eighth exhibition  
in an ongoing partnership between the Koestler 
Trust and Southbank Centre. 

This year’s show was curated by the Southbank 
Centre and the Koestler Trust to showcase many  
of  the pieces chosen for Koestler Awards by over  
100 arts professionals (including Jeremy Deller, 
Alan Kane, Carol Ann Duffy, the BFI and  
Hot Chip) and the breadth of  talent and creativity 
of  people within the criminal justice system.  
A selection of  poetry and prose is included within 
the exhibition and on pages 19 – 22. Specially 
commissioned texts on pages 6 –18 by artists  
Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane, curator and writer 
Shama Khanna, editor of  Afterall Books Caroline 
Woodley and previous Koestler Award-winner  
Ben add insight and context to the artworks.  
 
Working alongside Southbank Centre exhibition 
hosts, to welcome visitors and invigilate the 
exhibition, are ex-offenders, specially recruited, 
trained and employed by the Koestler Trust.  
As well as gaining unique work experience and  
new skills, the hosts deepen visitors’ engagement 
with the exhibition, enabling everyone to hear  
first-hand how the arts reflect and enrich the lives  
of  people in secure and criminal justice settings.  
The Koestler Trust hosts will be available  
from 11am till 8pm daily. They will lead free 
exhibition tours – see the back page for tour  
times. The Koestler Trust hosts’ training and 
employment has been generously supported by:  
 
David Banks
Clifford Chance Foundation
Michael Varah Memorial Fund
Patrick Holmes
Southbank Centre 
An additional anonymous individual 
 

Koestler Awards 
All the work in RE:FORM was selected from 8,509 
entries to the 2015 Koestler Awards. The annual 
Koestler Awards were founded in 1962 by the writer 
Arthur Koestler and newspaper proprietor David 
Astor. Koestler (1905 – 1983) was a political prisoner 
and wrote the classic prison novel Darkness at Noon. 
Contributions come from prisons, secure hospitals, 
young offender institutions, secure children’s 
homes and immigration removal centres, as well as 
from people on community service orders and on 
probation in the community. Entries are also received 
from British prisoners overseas through a partnership 
with the charity Prisoners Abroad.  
 
Entrants can submit artworks across 61 different 
categories of  fine and applied arts, design, music, 
writing, film and animation. The artworks are judged 
by professionals in each field. This year’s judges 
included the V&A (Printmaking), the National 
Theatre (Drama), Hot Chip (Computer Generated 
Music), Speech Debelle (Hip-hop, Rap and Grime), 
and Carol Ann Duffy (Poem). Every entrant receives 
a participation certificate, and most receive written 
feedback about their artwork from a judge or  
a member of  the Koestler arts team.

Around a third of  all entrants receive an award, 
ranging from Commended to Platinum, and many of  
these are named by supporters of  the Koestler Trust. 
The higher awards carry a cash prize – from £20 
for a Bronze Award to £100 for a Platinum Award. 
Each year the prize money totals around £30,000. 
Selections for Koestler exhibitions are made  
from the Awards submissions by in-house or guest 
curators. The 2015/16 Awards year includes the 
annual UK show in London, as well as programmes 
in Edinburgh (of  works from Scotland) and 
Gateshead (of  works from North East England).  
 

Pencils in Milk Carton, HM Prison & Young Offender Institution Parc, The Lamb Building Chambers Commended Award 
for Mixed Media, acrylic, printed paper and wallpaper on paper | Front Cover Image: Warrior, Guernsey Prison, Ed King 
Silver Award for Portraits, mixed media and recycled metal
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Visitors’ Feedback 
It means a huge amount to artists in prisons and 
other secure settings to know that their work is being 
seen and appreciated. Feedback cards are available 
at the exhibition entrance or from hosts. There are 
special Koestler Awards, funded by Doughty Street 
Chambers, for the artworks that receive the most 
cards from visitors. 

Southbank Centre

Southbank Centre is extremely pleased to  
develop our ongoing partnership with the Koestler  
Trust, in this our eighth year of  collaboration.  
The partnership is led by Southbank Centre’s 
Festival programming team, who work directly  
with audiences, participants and contributors  
at the heart of  our artistic programme. 

Southbank Centre passionately believes the arts  
have the power to transform lives. We also believe 
that the arts must be available to all of  us – and 
this lies at the heart of  all we do. The Festival 
team develops and commissions collaborative 
participatory projects designed to involve the widest 
possible audiences and communities in our activities. 
This includes a diverse programme of  free events, 
workshops, music, performances and art installations 
in the foyers and public spaces across the site,  
an important element of  which specifically seeks 
to give profile to hidden and underrepresented 
communities.

The Koestler exhibition runs alongside our ongoing 
festival programme and its themes are examined  
within London Literature Festival (28 Sept – 12 Oct), 
WHY? What’s Happening for the Young (22 – 25 Oct) 
and Being A Man (27 – 29 Nov).

Southbank Centre occupies a 21-acre site on  
the South Bank of  the Thames and includes Royal 
Festival Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Purcell Room, 
the Hayward Gallery, and The Poetry Library.  
With our wide-ranging year-round cross arts  
festival programme, we attract the most diverse 
audience of  any UK venue. The Centre also manages  
the Arts Council Collection and organises the 
National Touring Exhibition programme in venues 
throughout the UK. 

Rock on Elvis, with the Angels, HM Prison Rye Hill, Mixed Media, mixed media on card

Reflections on this Year’s 
Koestler Awards

Koestler exhibition visitors can’t see a complete body  
of  each artist’s work, follow its evolution, or read  
a biographical statement. This presents challenges  
to interpreting the artwork in terms of  traditional art 
criticism, but also a unique opportunity to reflect on its 
possible meanings, importance and role unencumbered 
by the usual restraints. We asked five people who’ve  
been involved with the work of  the Koestler Trust  
to visit the Koestler Arts Centre, just outside HM  
Prison Wormwood Scrubs in West London, and reflect 
on some of  the work entered to this year’s Koestler 
Awards. Many of  the works discussed in the texts  
are displayed in RE:FORM.

Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane  
in Conversation with Fiona Curran,  
Koestler Trust Director of Arts
 
Art, Value and Display by editor  
of Afterall Books Caroline Woodley 
 
My Journey through This Year’s  
Koestler Entries by Koestler  
Award-winner Ben 

Quiet Composure by writer  
and curator Shama Khanna
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Arts in Criminal Justice 
and Other Secure Settings 

Offenders can participate in the arts in a number 
of  ways: on their own initiative; in prison art 
departments; in art therapy, as part of  mental  
health treatment; or in projects run by arts 
organisations in prisons and in the community.
There is growing evidence of  the impact of  the  
arts on offenders’ lives. In 2012 the National 
Alliance for Arts in Criminal Justice launched  
an evidence library of  independent evaluations  
of  arts-based interventions within the criminal 
justice system in the UK: artsevidence.org.uk.

Not all the exhibited artists have committed crimes. 
As well as those on remand or in secure children’s 
homes, around 20% of  entrants to the Koestler 
Awards are patients in medium or high security 
mental health units, where the arts can be therapeutic 
or educational.

The UK has four special hospitals which provide 
psychiatric care at the highest level of  security.
Patients with a broader range of  mental health needs 
are treated in medium secure units across the country. 
Most patients in medium and high secure settings 
are referred by criminal justice agencies and detained 
under mental health law. There is substantial research 
evidence of  the benefits of  the arts on mental health, 
such as improved self-esteem and social skills.  
The Koestler Trust’s work with art from secure 
hospitals is supported by Partnerships in Care. 

The Koestler Awards are also open to people  
detained in immigration removal centres, where  
art is usually run as a leisure activity.

Artwork Sales

The Koestler Trust sells artworks when both  
the artist and establishment give permission. Sales 
help to motivate entrants to positive achievement, 
showing them that their skills can have real value. 
The profits from original artwork sales are divided 
between the artist (50%), Victim Support (25%)  
and the Koestler Trust (25%). Artworks that are for 
sale have prices listed, red dots denote sold artworks. 
To purchase an exhibition piece please call the 
Koestler Trust on 020 8740 0333. Hundreds more 
artworks from this year’s Koestler Awards, as well  
as Koestler Trust merchandise, are for sale and ready  
to take away at the Koestler Pop-up Art Shop –  
see back page for details.

Donors to the Koestler Trust, including those who 
sponsor Koestler Awards, are offered the chance  
to view a wider range of  works at the Koestler Arts 
Centre each July.

Ursa Major, Caswell Clinic, Platinum Award for Theme: Journey

On November 12th 2014 a great bear

Escaped from Gretzky Circus in Moscow

And ventured northward

Snatching fish from ice lidded lakes

And leaving so many steaming piles of  shit

That half  the broad had thawed by January

On he galloped past Vyshny Volochyok,

Petrozavodsk, Kostomuksha and would

Occasionally, against his will, stop and

Perform his silly circus dance

Onward he went

Up to the Kola peninsula and found a cave

Where he sat and ate and partook of  that

Act that all fortunate beasts partake of  −

Hibernation

There he slept until early spring wolves

Crept upon him and tore his gorgeous

Muscled flesh – devoured a greater constellation

Ursa Major

Each year the Koestler Awards feature a themed 
category to which entrants can respond in any 
artform. Many entrants find that having a theme 
offers a starting point and extra motivation to 
participate. This year, the Koestler Trust’s Twitter  
and Facebook users chose the theme Journey.  
Works made in response to the theme are spread 
throughout the show, helping tie it together  
with reflections on journeys through the criminal 
justice system, life and learning.  
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pieces, where the meaning isn’t quite clear. There’s 
a lovely, lovely still life of  a turnip, [Sunlit Turnip] – 
a beautiful painting. And a book of  colour washes 
[Colourfield Book] – you can imagine someone having 
a lovely time creating these. That’s what I like, the 
idea of  the process. These are things that you know 
were enjoyable for the people to make.

AK I like this tree, this Chris Ofili-like tree [Sleep 
Fruit Tree]. It has a distance between itself  and 
everything else in the room. The artist obviously 
had a very clear direction. I can’t see its precedent 
anywhere, I can’t see where it comes from. It seems 
to have a philosophical aspect. It ties into some of  
the issues some of  the other works are referring to, 
but is very different. 

FC Have you found yourself  being drawn to one 
piece and then going on to give another award to 
something totally different?  

AK Yes, you tend to bounce. I’ve tried to make  
a selection that covers some of  the range. For 
instance a Gold Award to this abstract [Duo-Form 
Abstraction], it’s quite daring. I could put it on  
the wall and not get bored of  looking at it. It’s very 
difficult to figure out what’s going on, it’s not solved. 
Two abstract shapes: one’s kind of  rounded, one’s 
kind of  rectangular. Binary decisions that are of  
interest but don’t give you the full picture of  what’s 
going on. I particularly like things where there’s  
an edge to the pictorial shape within the picture –  
this could actually be two separate paintings.

FC Can you talk me through some of  the pieces 
you’ve been drawn to this year? Alan, you picked  
out 1314 – Towards Bannockburn from My Cell  
for a Platinum Award. What drew you to it?

AK First of  all it’s very easy to give that one  
a top prize as it’s technically very good – a very 
competent watercolour. Also, what allowed me  
to enjoy it is that it doesn’t deny its prison-ness.  
It’s of  a prison, and shows that environment.  
It also has some complexity conceptually –  
not sure if  that really is the view from his cell,  
or if  it’s a conceit that he’s constructed. 

JD Our taste is similar, we like people who can 
paint, but mostly who have ideas, have some sort 
of  spirit to them. I picked out some architectural 
works someone had done, also a lot of  mystical 

Sunlit Turnip, HM Prison Bure, Victor Roberts Highly Commended Award for Watercolour and Gouache, acrylic  
and watercolour on paper | Colourfield Book, Northgate Hospital, Ariane Bankes Platinum Award for Watercolour  
and Gouache, watercolour on paper | Sleep Fruit Tree, HM Prison Full Sutton, James Wood Q.C. Silver Award for  
Watercolour and Gouache, gouache and watercolour on paper

Artists Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane have been  
involved with the Koestler Trust for over a decade. 
They’ve selected work from Koestler Awards 
submissions for Folk Archive (2005), and to 
be displayed, as part of the Government Art 
Collection, at the Home Office building in London. 
They’ve also judged various categories of Koestler 
Awards, including Watercolour and Gouache,  
and Portraits. Alan sits on the Trust’s arts steering 
group, supporting the development of its 
programmes. Jeremy worked with ex-servicemen 
prisoners to create work for the British Pavilion  
at the Venice Biennale in 2013, where he hosted  
a study trip for Koestler Scholars.  

Fiona Curran, director of the Trust’s arts team 
since 2009, met with Jeremy and Alan in July  
2015 to look back at their involvement so far,  
and ask what’s special to them about Koestler 
Awards submissions.  

Fiona Curran Since the Folk Archive and Home 
Office projects you’ve both been involved in judging 
the Koestler Awards each year. There are thousands 

of  pieces of  artwork in the building, hundreds in  
the category you’re judging this year (Watercolour 
and Gouache). What kind of  judgements do you  
find yourselves making? 

Alan Kane It’s the hardest thing really. Firstly, you 
operate based on your subjectivity – you go for 
things you like, artworks that make you feel things 
you wouldn’t normally feel. They could be very 
clever, technically very brilliant, make you laugh,  
or an interesting combination of  all those things.

Jeremy Deller You have to be open-minded.  
There’s such a mix, such a variety of  subject matter. 
You’re looking to be surprised and entertained. 
Hoping to see work you wouldn’t have expected,  
that has life to it. I’m not necessarily looking  
for someone who has a photographic technique.  
I’m looking for someone expressing something 
as best they can. There are obviously some super 
talented artists, but not everyone is, and it’s good  
to see people work with that. I’m just looking  
to be tickled, is one word… or surprised,  
challenged maybe.

1314 – Towards Bannockburn from My Cell, HM Prison Glenochil, Babette Galberg Platinum Award for Watercolour  
and Gouache, watercolour on paper

Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane in Conversation  
with Fiona Curran, Koestler Trust Director of Arts
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FC This is one of  those pieces where either the 
person has been influenced by abstract art from art 
history or, conversely, it’s had no influence at all.

AK Yes, but in a way it doesn’t really matter.  
In some ways it’s how you always look at art.  
You can never know if  what you think is in  
there is in there or not. 

FC Over the years, have you noticed any recurring 
themes that the artists are dealing with? 
 
AK Yes, really, that’s one of  the things that’s most 
striking. There are some artists whose works are 
developing year on year, whose works are like old 
friends that come back. But also there’s a real stock 
of  subjects. One of  the things that’s fascinating about 
looking at art made in prisons is that predominately 
the artists are male, predominately they’re working 
class, and predominately adults. This is a very 
unusual voice in the artworld, you very rarely get  
to hear the voice of  working class British men.  
You do get some recurring themes: there’s usually  
a strain of  vehicle images and images of  women,  
and also wildlife – these are the most obvious.  
There are often discussions about what being in 
prison is. Very often you get insightful anecdotes 
from prison life. You also see an ambition to do  
some psychological explorations – which is unusual. 

JD Mystical landscapes and a different approach  
to still life stand out this year as new themes  
for me – at least in Watercolour and Gouache. 

FC I think you get a lot of  people reflecting  
on Britain, showing us the place from a distance  
that we on the ‘outside’ don’t have. I can see 
depictions of  foxes and a canal scene from here... 

AK Yes a quintessential Britishness, that they’ve  
been removed from to some extent. Yeah, life  
outside prison, the binary to those works that  
depict life inside prison – romantic landscapes, 
cottages – things that are unavailable. 

FC There’s a lot of  humour also…  

AK Yes we both like a laugh! Having said that,  
there’s a lot of  death as well.

JD Humour’s important in life, but maybe even  
more important in prison. When we first visited 

Duo-Form Abstraction, Northgate Hospital, Gold Award for Watercolour and Gouache, watercolour on paper

Koestler we were laughing our heads off  at  
some of  the humour, often quite grim humour,  
but really funny. It’s a special situation that people  
find themselves in and need to find ways out of. 
You’d have to do something to keep yourself  sane.
 
FC When we visit prisons we hear a bit about this…
Can you see from looking at all these watercolours  
the different reasons that people might be making 
their work? 

AK You think you can, don’t you? When you  
see a romantic shoreline it looks pretty much like  
a response to the artist’s lack of  that. An antidote  
to real life, an antidote to prison life. As soon as  
it gets slightly more complicated than that though, 
you’re just in a different world. You know you  
don’t know what the artist’s life is like.
 
FC The Koestler Trust has to negotiate different 
permissions regarding the use of  names. How do 
you feel about the anonymity of  the artworks you’re 
judging or have worked with? 
 
AK I always hated that, especially with the Home 
Office project – they were terrified that we’d  
attract the attention of  the press by naming artists. 
But surely anything that helps with the progress 
of  reintegrating into society – that helps get you 
attention for something good rather than something 
bad – if  there’s any hint that that can be helpful  
it’d be better to give credit to the people that make 
the work.
 
Of  course what you’re missing, that the art industry 
relies on a lot, is the back story – why these people 
are in prison, what’s making them make the pictures. 
Part of  me would like to know all about the artist  
and their work, but on the other hand it’s not their 
job to explain the work.
 
JD It doesn’t always matter really. You’re able to 
judge the art in a really pure and clear way because 
it’s anonymous and stands alone. You’re not judging 
careers, you’re just engaging with a work.
 
FC A lot of  people say they find Koestler artwork 
really ‘truthful.’ Hearing you say that makes me reflect 
that ‘truthful’ might say more about the experience of  
their interaction with it than the artwork itself. Their 
engagement is purely based on what they alone think – 
not what others say about it, or the person’s biography.

 
Jeremy, when I spoke to the person who helped 
organise the workshops you delivered at Everthorpe 
Prison for the British Pavilion exhibit, he told  
me that the workshops left a lasting influence on  
the participants. Do you think that experience  
also influenced your wider arts practice?
 
JD It doesn’t necessarily have an impact on the 
work but probably has a wider impact on the self  
and how you view people in prison. In a way it’s  
a bit more profound than just changing my art.  
To go into a prison not as a prisoner is a very 
formative experience. Spending two or three days 
with the same prisoners in a room, working and 
collaborating, was pretty profound – you get to  
know them.
 
FC Alan, is there a conversation going on between 
the entrants’ work and your own practice as an 
artist? Has getting to know the entries each year 
affected your work subtly? 

 
AK I think that it does…there is often a lot of  
information travelling in both directions between  
art tutors and students for example, and that’s 
similar to being a judge and writing feedback for 
people on their work. I’m always ambitious in  
my work to connect the work back to people who 
are making art but wouldn’t normally consider 
themselves artists. Having lots of  exposure to  
this type of  work perhaps keeps that objective  
in mind. Maybe the range of  the work too… 
it’s important for me to see such a wide range  
of  artwork. Coming here (to the Koestler Arts 
Centre) is an immersive experience.
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Caroline Woodley is editor of Afterall Books,  
which considers new ways of writing and reading 
art history. She has been a Koestler Awards  
judge for four years, this year focussing on  
the Sculpture category. 

Once a year I pass by the iconic gatehouse of  HMP 
Wormwood Scrubs to visit the prison arts charity  
the Koestler Trust. Whenever I arrive at the arts 
centre it is crammed with works submitted by 
prisoners, patients and detainees from institutions 
across the UK. This summer I returned for my 
fourth stint as a Koestler Awards judge, feeling  
by now pretty familiar with the process but never 
quite prepared for its scale. There were over  
8,500 entries to the 2015 submission and I was  
one of  three judges, working together to award  
and feedback on the Sculpture category. 

The centre’s long hallway, stretching from the offices 
at the entrance to a staff  kitchen at the back, seemed 
fairly sober: paintings lined the walls and in the 
meeting room a small austere bust of  the trust’s 
founder overlooked an assortment of  large floor 
sculptures. Gathered halfway up the first flight of  
stairs, however, was a much more eclectic range  
of  works. The landing area held shelves of  ceramics, 
paper sculptures, and elaborate models of  articulated 
trucks and painted steamships. The stairs led up 
to two more levels, each with several rooms filled 
floor-to-ceiling with paintings, drawings, prints, 
sculptures and other media. The artworks were either 
organised by medium or theme, and where there was 
not enough wall, shelf  or floor space, simple wooden 
racks held a mass of  further works: good, bad, ugly, 
dark, slight, spectacular, beautiful; the barely-started 
next to the superbly finished, each unique. 

Reviewing an artwork, usually, for me, involves 
understanding how it came to be made, considering 
whether it might have been put together differently, 
recalling whether any precedent might exist for 
such an approach, researching where, when, why 
and for whom it was produced, and querying what 
contribution it might make to a discussion about 
art today. The anonymity of  a work (submissions 

are identified within the Koestler building only 
by entry number and categories such as youth/
adult and name/type of  institution) makes the 
exercise of  responding to it less about researching 
its history and more about looking closely at 
the object immediately on display. On the one 
hand considering, for example, the phenomenally 
painstaking and labour-intensive construction of   
a matchstick model, and on the other the compelling 
attraction of  a simple cardboard box converted  
into a diorama. One such diorama submitted  
to this year’s Sculpture category acts as a portal 
to a landscape, with a painted backdrop of  snow-
covered mountains, two-dimensional banks of  
grass and evergreens dividing the foreground, and 
an interchangeable set of  coloured transparencies, 
neatly slotted in the lid, which transform the scene 
from daylight to dusk. In stark contrast, another 
diorama presents a dark corridor, with grey 
brickwork, closed doors and barred windows.  
It is perhaps one of  only half  a dozen submitted 
sculptures that directly confront and use the grim 
imagery of  institutional life. 

Art, Value and Display  
by Caroline Woodley

making for these entrants? Were they the outcomes 
of  a specific tutored brief, or did they result from 
straying from the brief  in a moment of  defiant 
innovation? From the perspective of  an independent 
awards judge, which direction might be considered 
most worthy of  commendation? As with all objects 
studied free from context, the closer the analysis,  
the more speculative, complex and contradictory  
the narratives and theories become.

Labour, Value and Evaluation 
 
While the investment of  labour is more evident  
in a carefully constructed sculpture, richly layered 
painting or detailed drawing, its relation to value 
remains complex. The labour theory of  value 
assesses the amount of  necessary or skilled labour 
required to produce an object, while the subjective 
theory of  value is based on use, desire and scarcity. 
In prison I imagine subjective value is more 
commonplace, that a bartering or gift economy 
might determine the value of  items exchanged and 
debts incurred. Admittedly, I have a sheltered view 
of  how this actually plays out, mostly informed by 
Ronnie Barker as Norman Stanley Fletcher in reruns 
of  Porridge and Doing Time where high value items, 
favours and risks rarely exchange and objects of  
everyday value are treated lightly:

Fletcher: Ere, you owe me some darning wool.
Godber: I already gave you some.
Fletcher: That was in exchange for the orange.
Godber: Tangerine. Anyway, that was to pay me  
 for the stamp.
Fletcher: What stamp?
Godber: For your pools.
Fletcher: I paid you for the stamp with a squirt 
 of  me toothpaste.
Godber: No, that was for the darning wool. 
 
Doing Time (1979)

 
Many of  the entries to the Koestler Awards  
are marked with a modest sale price while others  
are marked NFS (not for sale). Rather than set  
out to determine which works are most valuable,  
whether in terms of  personal significance to  
the maker, social, cultural and aesthetic value,  
or as a prison or art market commodity, I was  
more interested in assessing whether a participant 
had successfully achieved what they set out to do.  
Thus, when evaluating stand out works for 

commendation, clarity of  intention and a confidence 
in materials had a large part to play. A plaster Scottie 
dog literally stood out, squarely, taller than much of   
the rest, the pleasure inherent in making evident in 
its thickly sculpted black coat. The dog’s expression 
is mournful, eager to please and, with its plastic 
stuck-on eyes, absolutely absurd. Was its selection 
for an award a sentimental choice on our part? 
Perhaps. Was sentiment and humour the intention  
of  its maker? I believe so. Furthermore, it is not 
without precedent of  strangely moving, crude or 
colourful figurative and cartoon art – from Oyvind 
Fahlström’s sculpture dedicated to Robert Crumb, 
through to fourth plinth sculptures in Trafalgar 
Square such as Katharina Fritsch’s blue cockerel  
or David Shrigley’s forthcoming ‘thumbs up’. 
 
If  there had been a best/worst pun award it would 
likely have gone to the entrant who submitted  
a chocolate sculpture of  a large barred prison 
window titled Chocolate Bars. For imaginative use  
of  materials one of  my fellow judges was particularly 
impressed by a snake made out of  lentils, while  
I was awed by the piecing together of  an owl’s 
feathers constructed from fragments of  pine cones. 
We were all intrigued by a soft sculpture of  a large 
slice of  pavlova. On close inspection it’s possible 
to see that its body is made from cotton wadding, 
topped with gently browned tissue paper and 
finished with an expertly modelled strawberry;  
I imagine a tutored assignment was set, of  recreating 
something from limited materials, perhaps with  
an accompanying introduction to Claes Oldenburg 
and his 1962 sculpture Floor Cake. Incidentally  
1962 is the year the Koestler Awards were founded. 
In its first year there were about 200 entries, some  
of  which were subsequently exhibited in a gallery  
at Foyles Bookshop in London. 

Scottie, The Priory Hospital, Middleton St George, Partnerships in Care Platinum Award for Sculpture, acrylic,  
cardboard, modroc, newspaper and plaster

 
How is it possible to fairly compare and evaluate 
such a vast range of  entries to the annual Awards? 
I, along with the other judges, can only imagine 
the motivation of  an entrant to create a life-size 
paper model of  a modified motor scooter, with 
commitments to detail including a checker board 
decal and multiple headlights; or to carve not only 
a padlock and key out of  soap but a finely detailed 
bead necklace and a two-finger ring from the same 
material. What were the conditions of  object-
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The Moment of  Display
 
A sculpture might function as curiosity, museum 
piece, keepsake, an object of  art for art’s sake or 
labour for labour’s sake. Some works function as 
independent statements – political, expressive  
or aesthetic – that may have been produced without  
a specific recipient in mind but to send out a message 
to an abstract ‘public’, a public that may only be 
reached if  the work is included in an exhibition. 
Sculptures, traditionally, must work ‘in the round’, 
holding attention from every angle. In the sculpture 
room in the Koestler Arts Centre there were artworks 
that didn’t attract more than a moment’s attention 
from one angle but were striking from another. 
Some works were only revealed in full display 
mode once plugged in, when a lid was removed, or 
space was cleared around them. Some entries were 
accompanied by installation instructions but many 
were not and if  selected for exhibition will, once 
placed on a plinth or in a cabinet, assume a different 
level of  authority to that found on the large display 
table where I observed and awarded them. 
 
Works that particularly suited the table-height 
display included an isolated wooden doorway set 
within a model railway style section of  wall, roughly 
plastered, with raw brickwork showing in places, 

Slice of Pavlova, Hydebank Wood Young Offenders Centre and Prison, The Lamberth Family Gold Award for Sculpture, 
acrylic, bread and cotton wool | Snakebite, HM Prison Bure, Silver Award for Sculpture, acrylic, split peas and tissue paper | 
Old Door With Dog, Bracton Centre (secure mental health unit), Dalrymple Bronze Award for Sculpture, mixed media

the lintel and door panels convincingly suggesting 
weathered oak with cast iron hinges, scattered  
with moss and grasses. In the context of  prison art 
it is tempting to talk of  this as an allegorical work. 
The firmly closed door, viewed as object – quite the 
opposite of  the diorama landscape mentioned above.  
 
I studied sculpture in the 1990s, at a moment when 
the term seemed to be fast becoming redundant. 
Studio discussion veered away from medium-specific 
categorization, environmental art had established  
a high art credibility long denied (in fine art circles) 
to street art. Artwork was either produced on a scale 
that would fit the kitchen table or project managed 
for installation in locations that ranged from gallery 
basements to vast neglected warehouses, reclaiming 
industrial history in a new creative economy. Painting 
was considered a curious objective and its persistence 
was an exhibition question. The emphasis was not 
upon commodity, permanence or legacy but on making 
something relevant to show and discuss. Unsold 
works were exchanged as gifts or simply discarded, 
sometimes turning up again unexpectedly (I recently 
heard that the disembodied legs of  a body cast  
I made as a foundation student are currently standing 
in someone’s front garden in the west country).  
In sum, the point I’m trying to end on here, is that  
the entries to the Koestler Awards remind me of   
a time when making was integral to my education  
and to the discussions that informed my understanding 
of  the world. It is highly rewarding to be a part of   
the feedback process and I look forward to seeing 
some of  the works turning up again, transformed  
by new surroundings and audiences.

My Journey through This Year’s Koestler Entries  
by Ben

Decisions, HM Prison Oakwood, Mixed Media, mixed media on paper

focus on. I would let the artworks speak to me,  
as it were, then speak about that. And it didn’t  
take long, upon looking around the art-filled rooms  
of  the three-storey Koestler Trust building, to see  
the opposing themes of  hope and despair appearing 
in the various depictions of  the Out. We can see  
this most clearly in a piece such as Decisions, where  
the grim ‘Nowhere’, replete with offensive weapons, 
prison keys, heroin needle and the eyes of  Big 
Brother, lays across from and in contrast to the 
bright ‘Somewhere’, a sun-drenched cove whose 
shores are chock-a-block with consumer brands such 
as Selfridges, Louis Vuitton, Dolce and Gabbana, 
Porsche and Mercedes, as well as birds, flowers, 
trees, a modest house, and the word ‘LOVE’ across 
a heart. This positioning of  billboard brands within 
the bright paradise of  Somewhere seems at first 
glance neither satirical nor ironic; more a frank 
acceptance of  what is, or what could be, on offer  
on the Out. Take, for example, the three pound signs 
waddling across the scene like a family of  money-
shaped mallards, right bang in the centre between 
the house and heart, suggesting, if  anything, that 
cash and the consumerist logos cluttering the shores 
are as natural and benign as birds and flowers. Yet, if  
we follow the multi-doored passageway to the exit in 
the centre, marked with a ‘?’, we might imagine that 

Ben is a past Koestler Award-winner who is  
taking part in a year’s Scholarship Mentoring  
with the Koestler Trust. He visited the Trust’s  
base in July 2015 to look through this year’s 
exhibition selection and give his own unique 
perspective on the works.

The impatient metropolis where these works of  
prison art are to be exhibited is about as far away 
as it is possible to get from the solitary isolation in 
which they were conceived and patiently assembled. 
Much artwork, of  course, is assembled in isolation, 
but prison-created art is made in a very specific 
sense, for it is created in relation to a sense of  
another world, out there, beyond the walls and  
over the horizon – which in prison is literally  
referred to as ‘the Out’. This often lends a unique 
potency to the artwork, particularly when it isn’t 
their own incarcerated world which the inmates  
are depicting, as rawly poignant as that can be,  
but the world they’ve temporarily – or sometimes 
even permanently – left behind. Our world, that is,  
the Out, and ultimately the people left in it: us.  

When I was invited to London to look through  
this year’s entries to the Koestler Awards I decided 
to keep an open mind as to what themes I would 
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this door offers entry to a third way, a place over 
the hilly horizon beyond grim Nowhere and garish 
Somewhere. Or maybe not. Maybe the choice  
is a simple one between the Out and the inside, 
between the hope and despair that each choice 
represents. 

In the painting Journey from Prison: Hell, Reality, 
Heaven, the prosaic streetscape of  a modern  
British town centre – pedestrians passing the 
shopfronts of  Next, HMV, o2, Vodafone – is torn 
asunder by the striking image of  the writhing figure 
of  CONFUSION on a bunk imprisoned within  
a subterranean cell. Above, sliding like a grey  
cloud across the blue sky, is the crucified figure of  
Christ, head bowed, shoulders slumped, as if  in 
either a dejected sacrificial slumber or an inquisitive 
survey of  the latest high street sales and bargains to 
be had down below. The theme of  time is prominent, 
both underground with a clock melting across  
the grey floor of  the dungeon, and at street level 
where the sands of  time have already passed  
through a giant hourglass standing in the distance. 
Here, clearly, the Out offers no hope or salvation. 

A similar search for meaning in today’s world  
can be seen in Pilgrim’s Journey. The pilgrim sits 
scanning the Holy Scriptures while lithe feminine 
limbs hang around him, tempting him towards 
distraction. Also the face illusion, the incomplete 
symbols, the peeping woman, and the painted figure 
becoming painter, all play around with the notion  
of  what is real, suggesting again that the Out is one 
big illusion that offers no greater spiritual purpose. 

Pilgrim’s Journey, HM Prison Whitemoor, Theme: Journey, acrylic on canvas | Grandad’s Place, HM Prison Isle of Wight 
(Parkhurst), Commended Award for Matchstick & Mixed Media Models, matchsticks and mixed media

Much more idealistic an entry is Grandad’s Place,  
an intricate matchstick house with a garden and 
shed. What I found interesting with this piece,  
as I carefully picked it up from the suitably quiet 
corner where it was stored, was its spatial 
organisation, the neat boxing off  of  each element 
within the overall space, which – walled-in, squared 
off  and confined – reminded me of  the spatial 
arrangement of  a prison cell. The pace of  life at 
grandad’s is predictably slow and relaxed. Life is 
also slow, though less positively so, in Journey at  
a Snail’s Pace. This giant wooden snail’s hemisected 
shell contains a prisoner curled up in a foetal 
position on his bunk – confined in his cell within  
a shell. Both these pieces convey themes of  time  
and seclusion, but in markedly different ways: 
Grandad’s Place is an enclosed space of  peace  
and solitude, whereas the shell-cell’s lonely tenant  
is in a place of  isolation and despair. 

Whilst pottering from room to room looking at 
these pieces, I was repeatedly reminded of  the 
resourcefulness of  the prison artist: the fashioning 
of  interesting creations through the recycling of  
standard-issue prison materials such as matchsticks, 
soap and even bread (though this is normally  
tightly rationed). I picked up a box of  images 
and symbols sculpted from bars of  prison soap, 
and was astonished to find the smell transporting 
me straight back to the beginning of  my own 
incarceration well over a decade ago. This is because 
the odour of  prison soap, though seemingly bland 
and unscented, or maybe because of  this, is rarely 
neutral to those who’ve encountered it. It hibernates 
deep in the psycho-olfactory system, waiting for 
that one sniff  that for a split second will take you 
back in time, back to the reception desk, collecting 

that unwelcoming welcome pack of  toothbrush, 
toothpowder, and off-white soap. Placing the entry 
back in its box, I was left hoping that the smell of  
these little soap sculptures might one day catch their 
creator off-guard, as it had me, and remind them  
of  time spent artistically and creatively – rather  
than merely time served. 

I moved into the next room and was struck by  
an entry entitled Are We There Yet?, a canvassed 
map of  our world which had various sweet and 
chocolate bar wrappers stuck to it. On the floor near 
the entry was an empty packet of  Space Raiders 
– saucy BBQ flavour, I believe – and I was left 
wondering whether this was a fallen attachment  
to the artwork itself  or an ironically coincidental 
piece of  litter that just so happened to be next  
to a piece of  artwork that was about the littered 
world in which we live. Or, less likely but more 
interestingly, was it deliberately intended to be out 
in front of  the artwork, detached from, yet part of  
it? I wasn’t sure, and I didn’t ask, because in a way 
the empty crisp packet, coincidental or not, kind of  
proved the point of  the piece itself. Still, my mind 
wondered as I wandered on to the next creation...

When I finally said my farewells and left the Koestler 
Trust building, which is situated in the former 
governor’s house next to the gates of  HM Prison 
Wormwood Scrubs (giving my departure the feel  
of  another release of  sorts), the metropolis was 

more impatient than ever. A tube strike was going 
ahead across London that evening and people in 
suits were hurrying here and there, trying to keep 
one step ahead of  the inconvenience. And then at  
the train station, where everybody’s journey had 
been injected with a sense of  panic, so at odds with 
the snail’s pace of  prison life, it dawned on me that 
I had seen all this before, not so long ago. This was 
the scene of  the Out depicted in Rat Race, and now  
I happened to be in it.

Are We There Yet? (detail), HM Prison Lewes, Mixed Media, mixed media on board | Rat Race, Staffordshire  
& West Midlands Probation, Pietro Crocioni Commended Award for Drawing, felt-tip pen and pencil on paper
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Shama Khanna is an independent writer and 
curator who has previously judged the Digital 
Image category of Koestler Awards. She visited 
the Koestler Arts Centre in July 2015 to give her 
reflections on works submitted this year across  
a range of artforms. 

For me, as a formally trained curator, the annual 
Koestler Trust exhibition offers an entirely different 
way of  working, and thinking about art practice. 
The open call presents 61 distinct artform categories 
comprising hairstyling, graphic novels, calligraphy 
and needlecraft, as just four examples, alongside  
this year’s cross-form theme of  ‘Journey’ chosen  
by Koestler’s followers on social media. These 
multifarious sections expand the scope of  what 
is commonly recognised as art (namely, anything 
found in galleries and museums) with expression 
from other areas of  life. Rather than following art 
historical convention, one gets the sense that the 
different groupings reflect the interests of  the artists, 
which are potentially unlimited. The idea that the 
different artforms could feasibly keep multiplying 
according to the range of  work submitted struck  
me as exciting, challenging curators and viewers  
to keep up!

The categories also help overturn perceptions of  
‘prison art’ from the outside. In place of  bawdy  
pin-ups perhaps, I found sensitively drawn portraits 
of  Amy, Cheryl and Nicki. These sympathetic 

March in Time, HM Prison Usk, Kenneth Harper Memorial Silver Award for Theme: Journey, cotton thread on linen

tributes frame the singers’ complex gazes, filling 
these pop icons with a depth of  feeling and caring. 
Likewise, where images of  prisoners’ tattoos, rich 
with encoded symbolism, may dominate the popular 
imagination, this year I learnt that a different kind 
of  needlecraft – embroidery and needlework – has 
an equally long history amongst prisoners as well as 
soldiers and sailors. Historically, common examples 
of  this include gifts of  sweet-heart pin cushions 
inscribed with messages entreating the receiver 
to think of  their absent loved one. This year two 
entrants to the competition developed this tradition. 
An elaborately designed waistcoat embroidered 
with messages sewn in pearly buttons dedicated to 
the artist’s mother recounts lifelong memories and 
the dedication in the title: Missing You Already. 
Elsewhere, another artist has made a series of  
detailed needlework patches depicting images from 
wars across history. Shifting the emphasis from 
heroic images of  live fiery combat, the artist also 
focuses on two quieter scenes from the trenches;  
in Lice Hunt we observe a soldier combing for  
lice amongst his gear and in M.G. Pit two WW2 
gunners are recalled hooded in ghostly white 
gasmasks poised by a mounted rifle. It’s surprising 
how responsive the artist makes the needle and 
thread technique seem, mixing colours as if  with 
paint, suggesting a highly accomplished level  
of  skill acquired over time. It seems significant  
that he chose to draw a parallel with the soldiers’ 
experience, transferring his own perspectives of  

Quiet Composure
by writer and curator Shama Khanna

detention within a highly disciplined environment  
to another exceptional situation removed from 
everyday space and time. 

Where the symbolism of  tattoos was intended 
towards a select audience who could interpret  
them – particularly intimidating examples from 
across history mapped out allegiances and status 
within the prison system – the opportunity of   
the Koestler exhibition opens out the audience  
to the work, promoting different types of  expression 
and associations. The Writing’s on the Wall is  
a self  portrait by a young artist who sits on the bed 
with antsy, if  clichéd images of  a ticking clock,  
a tally of  days and a man behind bars etched into  
the wall behind him. With his arms outstretched  
in an open gesture, the figure of  the artist has  
a calm resilience that seems to surpass the boredom 
and frustration externalized in the inscriptions 
beside his bed. Prison Blue is a vase decorated  
with corridors of  pale blue prison doors, where 
otherwise rows of  hieroglyphics might have formed 
the decoration. I appreciated the delicate humour  
of  this gesture, framing the conditions in which  
the work was produced and overcoming the obvious 
obstacle to being creative in spite of  what one 
entrant described as the sense of  being ‘written off ’ 
in prison. A miniature Tribal Mask carved into  
a bar of  soap also delighted me for its originality – 
finding possibility in the least expected places and 
materials. Perhaps there were many other artworks 
like it which ended up dissolved in the shower? 

An eye-catching portrait entitled Judge Mental  
depicts a bewigged judge appearing from the 
shadows with a crazed stare fixed on her face.  

M.G. Pit, HM Prison Usk, Needlecraft, cotton thread on linen | Prison Blue, HM Prison Lewes, Monument Trust  
Fine Art Scholarship Award 2015, Sculpture, acrylic, cardboard, eggshell and paper

The title has a reflexive quality as a verb – to be 
judged as mental – which, half  laughingly, offers  
the viewer an insight into what the moment of  being 
sentenced might feel like. To write about the artists’ 
resilience might seem trite or worse, patronizing, but 
I find the capacity of  these works to square up to fear 
very humbling. Through spending time with the work, 
I can see how this is the way some of  the artists have 
interpreted the ‘Journey’ themed category as a process 
of  outshining what is expected of  them. In making 
this transition, the works also reach over to other 
realms of  the imagination. In Final Journey another 
well-established hierarchy to that of  judge and  
defendant takes place between a cat and a mouse. 
A larger than life ceramic cat with the tail of  its  
victim clamped between clenched paws stands 
upright, eyes transfixed, whiskers alert. But something  
is amiss. With enormous, as if  steel-capped feet,  
and a teapot-sized head balanced on a fearsome  
neck manacle you get a sense that Dr Frankenstein,  
or Wallace, isn’t too far away adding another layer  
to the power dynamic.
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Distinguishing Differences Between Change and Replacement, River House, Bethlem Hospital, Nick Le Mesurier  
Commended Award for Drawing, crayon and felt-tip pen on board | Metamorphosis and Parasites (1 of 7),  
HM Prison Bronzefield, David Wentworth Platinum Award for Drawing, acrylic, charcoal and coloured pencil on paper

Where many of  the works in the exhibition aren’t 
for sale, they may be intended as gifts or, more 
personally, as ways of  working through feelings  
and emotions. Distinguishing Differences Between  
Change and Replacement shows the profile of   
a person’s (presumably the artist’s) head facing  
into the direction of  the wind, which is suggested  
by a pattern of  leaves bristling in the background.  
In contrast to the organic colours beyond,  
the geometric shapes constituting the face are 
blocked out in red. The triangles link visually  
to constructivist painting in which movement  
and resistance is abstracted as a play of  shapes  
and vectors. Here, the face opens to the elements 
through the eyes and mouth, while the rest of   
the head – the nose, mind and throat – seems 
saturated, fixed and opaque.

Made simply from clay, I Have an Idea shows  
the bust of  a man with one arm gesturing up  
to the space beneath his hat. The sculpture could 
almost fit inside my hand and, with its iridescent 
glaze that gives the appearance of  metal, the object 
embodies a lasting talisman to fleeting epiphanies. 
Elsewhere Amber Nectar presents a ceramic  
fantasy of  prohibited bottles of  beer, the Titanic  
is painstakingly evoked from matchsticks and  
The Battle for Europa board game (also minutely 
crafted down to two handmade dice) offers players 
an escape into science fiction to join warring  
factions on the icy second moon of  Jupiter.

Lastly, four works based on drawing, Garden  
of  Junk, Twisted Reality, Pilgrim’s  Journey and  
the Metamorphosis and Parasites series attracted  

my attention, despite reality being overturned and 
there being little to hook onto for very long between 
them. Within each surreal apparition, figures float 
in context-less landscapes engaged in other-worldly 
activities. Bodies have evolved to be either headless, 
faceless, limbless or insectile; scale shifts from one 
corner of  the image to the next, a face smiles, but  
a saber-like knife thrashes through a leafy bush 
nearby. Two tired looking heads conjoined by a giant 
pink worm diving relentlessly between their mouths, 
roll their eyes skyward. A caption written beneath 
them reads:  
 
They were clearly becoming suspitious [sic] of   
the worm that was passing from one to another.  
Even though they knew nothing different.

Unapologetically dystopian, I enjoyed the overriding 
sentiment of  the image finding inspiration in  
the monotony of  life, which is surely what keeps  
things interesting for all of  us.

Jist tay let yi know, HM Prison Shotts, Platinum Award for Poem

Literature and spoken word make up a third of the 
entries generated each year by the Koestler Awards. 
Some of the writing is produced in literacy classes, 
with the Koestler Awards providing a goal for 
improving writers. Other pieces are written in-cell 
and entered independently of education projects. 
This diversity is reflected in the physical entries  
we receive, with the majority word-processed while 
others, including book-length pieces, are hand 
written. Some entries arrive on pages torn from 
notebooks with increasingly small handwriting as  
the author runs out of paper; others are illustrated 
and bound. Since prisoners cannot access the 
internet, all entries are submitted in hard-copy  
and are processed and filed by hand. 
 

Selected Literature from This Year’s 
Koestler Awards 

The Koestler Awards inspires poems, fiction,  
essays, life-story, plays, magazines, graphic novels 
and songs. There are additional categories for 
recordings of spoken texts and for work created  
in Braille. Poem is the most popular artform  
in the Koestler Awards receiving 1,297 entries this 
year, more than any other category including those 
in the visual arts and music. There is also a further 
Poetry Collection category for entrants submitting 
books of poems, which had 94 entries. This year  
the best work in the Poem category was judged  
by the poet laureate Carol Ann Duffy.  

Jist tay let yi know
(inspired by William Carlos Williams  

and Tom Leonard)

Jist tay let yi no
the bujys deid

ye left thi caje opn
thi cat goat it

so doant feed thi cat
its hid enuff  thi day



 
The Peaceful Art of Fly Fishing, HM Prison Castle Huntly, Tim Robertson Platinum Award for Poem | At The Back Of Our 
Minds from For Stephen, My Late Son, Gold Award for Poetry Collection

Chemical Cash Cow, HM Prison Glenochil, Platinum Award for Poem | Two Years A Tramp, HM Prison Hewell, Bronze 
Award for Life Story | Comrades In Arms, HM Prison Usk, Platinum Award for Life Story 

Peaceful, to me

is a dancing whipped hand tied fly

a Gold ribbed hares ear nymph,

or a Greenwells Glory.

Peaceful, to me

is a double Spey cast in a figure of  eight,

a Stoat’s Tail

or an Ally’s Shrimp.

Peaceful, to me

is a pitch black night time river,

a Teal Blue and Silver

or a Silver Butcher.

Peaceful, to me

is the naked flame of  a campfire,

a smoked brown trout

and a dram of  whiskey.

The Peaceful Art  
of Fly Fishing

At The Back Of Our Minds 

It wasn’t so much the weather

which spoiled the holiday

although it could have been kinder,

keeping us off  the beach,

forcing us to waste our money

in the endless arcades.

It wasn’t even the hotel

with its petty ‘visitors park

at your own risk’ signs,

or the pool table which refused

to release its balls

after we’d fed it with 50 pence pieces.

No, it was more the feeling

at the back of  our minds

That something else was wrong.

The way he refused to walk long distances.

The way his balance seemed off-key.

The way he leant over the railings

On the central pier during his last day

and was violently sick.

And the way the doctors 

wouldn’t look us in the eye

after he’d had his scan.

If  the prison property department haven’t lost my equipment, I will leave  

prison with a rucksack, a tent, several sleeping bags, a tablet (containing hundreds 

of  books), a mobile phone, an expired passport, a few changes of  clothes, and  

a pair of  worn out walking boots. Several pieces of  key equipment got lost  

in disastrous circumstances on Valentine’s Day in Sofia, Bulgaria. This included  

my beard trimmer, camping stove, a spare pair of  shoes, and a pair of  second  

hand British Airways first class flight pyjamas (an incredibly bitter loss). 

from Two Years A Tramp

There was a funny smell in the air and once or twice I got  

a faint whiff  of  rotten meat. It was known that the Hercules  

was used to carry troops and equipment and was a great  

workhorse for going into a battle. For that reason I knew it 

was also used to casvac the injured or at the worst returning 

the dead back to the UK for burial. I don’t know if  it was 

the smell of  the dead but there was something not right with  

us going into a combat zone inside a large hearse.

from Comrades In Arms

Chemical Cash Cow 

The pink one keeps me happy and stops me feeling sad

The red one keeps the pink one from making me go mad

The white one helps me sleep and the dark blue one helps me think

Though I sometimes think of  suicide if  I take it with the pink

Two green ones keep me calm and help me not to panic

But I do not take the green ones if  I think that I am manic

My orange one, it has side effects they make me feel quite ill

So I told this to my doctor who gave me a yellow pill

Now I’ve got a rainbow which I swallow when I’m told

And the makers of  the rainbow? They earn a pot of  gold.



Hero

February 9th. I forgot to buy the chicken

for your dinner party.

I told you a chicken joke

and you forgave me. 

April 7th. I broke your favourite vase

during a bout of  resented dusting.

I found another one online.

You cried when it arrived.

June 19th. I came home drunk

while your mother was visiting.

I bought your mother flowers and

you kissed the top of  my head.

April 20th. The dog ran away

after I’d forgotten to lock the gate.

I found him at 3am in the rain.

You called me your hero. 

November 11th. You died. 

I don’t know what to do. 

Land Of The Silver Birch

School is a drag

We are here for three

reasons

To get judged

To get strapped

And to sing the Canadian National Anthem

And one day

I got it wrong; and ‘O Canada’

Became a totally different song

And I stood there

In all my patriotic innocence

pride, welled up in my chest

like the kind of  love that is 

Insanity-for-no-reason

And I sang:

‘Land-of-the-sil-ver-birch’

And I sang it for At-ush-mit who lives in

the woods

And I sang it for Ko-ishin-mit who flies

everywhere

And I sang it for Paw-quin-mit who lives

in the sea

And I got five straps on each 

tiny hand

And I couldn’t feel my fingers

for a good hour and a half

And although I cried some 

I never told Momma ‘Jack’

Because it wasn’t

her

business

Hero, from Winter Gods, Carpenter House Probation, Rose Simpson Bronze Award for Poetry Collection and May  
Turnbull Scholarship Award 2014 | Land Of The Silver Birch from the collection Land Of The Silver Birch, HM Prison 
Bronzefield, Gold Award for Poetry Collection



Exhibition Tours 
 
Mon – Thu 1.30pm and 6pm  
Fri – Sun 1.30pm, 4pm and 6pm 
Free, no booking required. 
Meet at exhibition entrance. 
 
The ex-offender hosts lead free tours of   
RE:FORM every day. Their personal insights  
enable visitors to hear first-hand how the arts  
reflect and enrich the lives of  people in secure 
criminal justice settings. These tours will  
also run as part of  WHY? What’s Happening  
for the Young (22  – 25 Oct) and Being A Man  
(27 – 29 Nov), specifically highlighting themes 
relating to the festival in the Koestler artworks. 

 
Group Tours
 
Free guided tours led by ex-offender exhibition  
hosts can be arranged for arts or educational  
groups. For more information please contact  
Greer MacKeogh on 020 8740 0333 or  
gmackeogh@koestlertrust.org.uk 

 
Exhibition Closures
 
The exhibition may close for private events  
– please check southbankcentre.co.uk  
or koestlertrust.org.uk before travelling.  
 

Koestler Pop-Up Art Shop
 
 For times and locations please see  
koestlertrust.org.uk

An opportunity to view and purchase even  
more original artwork entered into the 2015  
Koestler Awards (with a donation to Victim  
Support), and Koestler Trust merchandise.

 
Voices from Prisons
 
Monday 12 October, 6.30pm 
Festival Village, under Queen Elizabeth Hall, £8 
Book via southbankcentre.co.uk, 0844 847 9910  
or Royal Festival Hall Box Office.
 
An evening of  writing and performance created  
in custodial settings and by ex-offenders in  
the community. Featuring live performances, 
recordings and discussion. 

 

A partnership of 

RE:FORM  
Art by Offenders, Secure Patients  

and Detainees from the 2015 Koestler Awards  
1 October – 29 November 2015 

Spirit Level at Royal Festival Hall,  
Southbank Centre, London SE1 8XX 
Daily 10am – 11pm, Admission free

southbankcentre.co.uk
koestlertrust.org.uk
 
 

@ KoestlerTrust 
@ SouthbankCentre 
# REFORM

Exhibition Supporters

I Have an Idea, Caswell Clinic,  
Ceramics, clay and glaze

Design by Polimekanos 
ISBN 978-0-9574101-6-9


